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The mercury dropped to 3.1 degrees Celsius in the beginning of the month until mid-month
here at Safari Plains. Different days of the month it was only at 3.6, but different parts of the
reserve experience slight temperature variations, as down in the western side of the lodge was
the coldest I’ve felt in a couple of years, and I was in different areas on the reserve during the
month, when it didn’t feel as bad. I’m confident it was only just above freezing in some of the
depressions this month. I was in a sighting with the Madjuma pride but was particularly loathed
to take off my gloves to work the camera, as I knew the kind of pain they would be in within
seconds. Not cold… pain! Luckily, I had a company of Riette Smit, she did not hesitate to take her
camera out.
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Invariably in the mornings, the first hour of the drive is quiet. Predators aren’t moving around
quite as much, probably conserving energy. It’s usually only when the temperature starts to rise
that the action starts, and suddenly the tracking efforts start finding success, and the number of
sightings starts to spike.

The bush has essentially followed that pattern for the past month; we leave the lodge before
sunrise bundled up in at least four layers, numb our faces for an hour or so until we start
speaking incoherently, and then just as it’s almost time for a warm cup of coffee, outcomes the
wildlife!
Curiosity Killed the…. Kudu?
One would think that stumbling into one of Mabula’s apex predator out in the wilds would be
reason enough to head the other way, yet the innate curiosity of preys almost makes them
appear to have a morbid fascination with cheetahs when they see them, and they will often
approach to what seems to us like a recklessly close distance. To be fair to the local kudu
population, they don’t currently have as much to fear from cheetahs as they did in the past; most
of the current cheetahs on the reserve hardly feature adult kudu bulls in their diets, and it’s been
a long while since the mother cheetah and cubs killed kudu sub-adults on a semi-regular basis.
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We were very lucky to bump on the cheetah mother and cubs in the south-western parts of
Mokaikai area feeding on a warthog.

Suddenly noticed movement just above Daneane dam. A head with heavy horns on top of a
large body slowly started coming into view, a large kudu bull. That had come to investigate what
who is lying and playing with the head of a warthog. The ground was very open so the kudu had
a clear view of the cheetahs, and given that the cheetahs were already engaged in feeding, they
represented virtually no threat to the big ungulates.

Opportunity is still the name of the game for any predator though, and they will take down a
kudu when they get the chance, but currently on Mabula, smaller (and safer to hunt) prey species
like wildebeest, zebra, kudu, red hartebeest, and impala are so plentiful that it isn’t really worth
risking an attacked by warthogs. The kudu came closer and closer, eventually standing about 40
meters away, silently watching. Although kudus are very vocal creatures or even wildebeest that
will give off loud barks or snorts when they see a predator, however, this kudu remained silent.
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Cheetah has a compelling aura of great speed. Although smaller than the lion and the leopard
they still capture the potency characteristic of big cats, allied with the versatility and grace of the
smaller cats. They may be clumsy climbers but at full tilt across the open ground, they are agile
and lightning fast! The list of attributes that contribute to this blistering, turbocharged ability is a
long one. The cheetah is essentially a cat with a greyhound chassis, non-retractable claws for
extra traction, a flexible spine and a long tail that acts as a counter-steering rudder.

All this allows them to attain a top speed of anywhere between 100 and 110kph (depending on
what you read) and leap a full eight meters in a single stride. This evolutionary arsenal of highspeed skills places the cheetah truly in a league of its own. To survive they basically must run
fast, kill fast and eat fast before the commotion of the hunt can draw the attention of a passing
competitor.
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In closing, I would like to end my newsletter with confusion. I don’t mean to confuse you at all.
Connochaetes taurinus – Bluewildebeest, collective noun - Confusion. The “Brindle Gnu” is what
this mammal is sometimes conically called, can be seen in Mabula open areas where wildebeest
most likely like to hang around, being a plains mammal and traditionally a migratory mammal,
the open areas are where they are adapted to be.

They get their other name from the darker strips on the shoulder and flanks, darker hairs that
are also believed to help with thermoregulation (controlling the temperature of the body – dark
attracting heat and light not, creating different gradients of warm and cool air). The gnu is what
the wildebeest’s noise sounds like “Gnu”
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As I mentioned above, the Blue wildebeest is traditionally a migratory mammal, however, not the
ones you will find here at Mabula. Blue wildebeest migrate to keep up with resources throughout
the season changes, where resources are depleted, they will move to find more adequate
resources and even though the wildebeest have kilometers to cover here within the Mabula
Private Game Reserve, there is no need to migrate as our seasons will all be similar within the
reserve area. We are also lucky enough to have adequate resources.

A modification to accommodate with the migration in the way their bodies are designed, a
slanted back, indication high positioned shoulders, and long front legs, to help canter for long
distances, canter is an energy-efficient mode of locomotion.
You will, however, notice on your safari drives here at Mabula that you might come across a
herd/harem of wildebeest or one lonely bull. This is because wildebeest bulls will hold a territory,
typically on an open grassy area with a sand patch used for a stomping ground.
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Males then actively mark the area with pedal glands in between their hooves which will leave a
scent when walking, stomping or scraping an area, as well as a preorbital gland just under their
eye (which you can see with the naked eye) where he will scrape up against rubbing posts,
bushes and shrubs or even roll around in the sand and mud. You might also notice piles of dung
in certain areas – this is what we call a midden or “lek” and is also a form of marking territory.
Females, on the other hand, will have what is referred to as home ranges. The female will move
from area to area looking for the most ideal place that has a good resource and a strong bull
to mate with and raise calves. Once females arrive, he will then try his best to herd the females
and keep them, chasing out any unwanted intruders. A female wildebeest will have a gestation
period of 8 – 8.5 months, giving birth to one calf weighing ± 20kgs. The baby wildebeest is one
of the most precocial (developed at birth), being able to get up and join the herd in a couple of
minutes, no doubt an adaption for their traditional migratory behavior.

You should be able to see these little sprouts of joy in mid-November/December time here at
Mabula, as that is our rainy season, providing mom and baby with enough food and cover.
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Spring and summertime are some of the best times for me as babies always make things
sweeter. My most memorable moment is witnessing the newborn calves. I love watching them
as they, from the moment they are born, still need to imprint on mom and will even move to the
closest thing to see if it’s a mom. Many special moments when watching the newborn become
familiar with their surroundings.
I hope I didn’t confuse you too much.
From Isaiah and Safari Plains family
Bushveld Greetings
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